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Introduction 

Welcome 
About The Open College of the Arts (OCA) 

OCA is a leading provider of flexible, open learning courses, a thriving 
educational charity, and part of the University for the Creative Arts (UCA). UCA 
are a leading specialist arts institution that have validated the educational quality 
of OCA courses for many years. 

Founded in 1987 by Michael Young, Lord Young of Dartington, OCA’s charitable 
purpose is to widen participation in arts education. OCA achieve this through 
embedding values of openness and flexibility into how courses are designed, 
structured and taught. This means producing high quality learning materials that 
are open and flexible enough for all students to have meaningful learning 
experiences, and a teaching model that allows you to work flexibly, where and 
when you want. Supporting this approach are tutors, who are experienced 
educators and creative practitioners, also working flexibly, and at a distance. 

About your Foundation course 

OCA’s Foundations are for students who want to progress onto higher education 
(HE) study. They can also be studied as interesting courses in their own right. It 
should be an achievable course for those new to the subject, and provide 
enough challenge to make the experience meaningful to you.  

The Foundation encourages you to take an exploratory approach to how you 
develop your skills, knowledge and understanding to an introductory level, and 
to test out a range of different ways of working.  

“Look at everything as though you are seeing it for the first time, with 
eyes of a child, fresh with wonder.” 

Joseph Cornell 

Sculpture is a field steeped in history and tradition, yet in recent times has 
expanded into a vibrant multi-disciplinary activity explored by a breadth of 
creative artists around the world. This course outlines a series of topics and 
exercises from a wide range of ideas and resources encompassing international 
perspectives in sculpture, allowing you to develop the ability to make 
mixed-media sculptural objects, installations, site-specific projects and 
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photography, as well as more traditional object making skills using materials 
such as wood and clay. 

The course unit was written by experienced academics and creative practitioners 
in collaboration with OCA and aims to help you appreciate the material potential 
around you and to use this as inspiration in the creation of experimental and 
inventive three-dimensional work. You’ll be encouraged to research through 
hands-on making and enjoy the process of learning about the vast materials and 
methods on offer to you. Alongside developing your practical and theoretical 
skills, you will build confidence in your ability to manipulate and generate 
meaning through creative decision making.   

Within the vast field of contemporary art practice, sculpture plays an important 
part and this course aims to support your understanding within the broad 
context it offers. By the end of the course you can expect to: 

● Be introduced to a range of manageable techniques and skills used for 
working in three-dimensions. 

● Develop simple construction techniques involving a variety of media and 
methods. 

● Learn basic observational skills and the use of documentation to develop 
ideas. 

● Be introduced to examples of contemporary sculptural practice. 

The course is divided into five parts and you’ll explore a range of topics and 
complete exercises for each.  

Part One: Assemble, aims to initiate you into the act of collecting together 
materials from your immediate environment and make an ‘assemblage’ of ideas. 
The importance of each object and the way it locates itself is key to the beginning 
of this part. Artists today have an unlimited range of materials and objects to 
make work with. There are many tools and methods you can use and these 
exercises will help you relax into using and discovering potential around you. 

Part Two: Modular, looks at the work of Tara Donovan, David Mack and 
Shirazeh Houshiary. You are asked to make a free-standing sculpture that uses 
an easily available module (e.g paper clip, cereal box, coat hanger) that can be 
obtained in abundance and use the act of repetition to initiate and maintain a 
process of making. 
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Part Three: Tension, considers the relationship between objects and space, 
creating a range of works that explore gravity and balance. Artists that inform 
this topic include Roman Signer, Fischli and Weiss and Alexander Calder. This 
approach to making considers these materials as part of a collage and aims to 
stretch the imaginative outcomes and undermine the preconceived. 

Part Four: Scale, involves making substantial work from small beginnings. 
Looking at the work of artists using different scales in a variety of contexts, you 
will develop observational skills and consider where to locate your work and how 
to install it. 

Part Five: Shaping, looks at the work of Gabriel Orozco 'From my hands are my 
heart', this final part aims to integrate the body into the act of making using clay 
as a material to transfer the touch and surface into the act of forming an object. 
This final part will give you the opportunity to think about your next steps as an 
artist and student. 

On successful completion of the course you’ll be able to:  

● Demonstrate basic technical skills for working in three-dimensions. 

● Employ appropriate assembly and construction techniques for a variety of 
outcomes and compositions. 

● Document and present ideas for making sculpture. 

● Understand key ideas around contemporary sculpture. 
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Getting started 

If you are new to OCA and to distance learning, the following research tasks, tips, 
and exercises will help you get started.  

The research tasks and further reading signpost resources you are likely to 
use throughout the course, and tips provide useful pointers.  

The seven short exercises establish the groundwork for your Foundation by 
setting up a learning log, considering your working space and study schedule, 
preparing for your initial contact with your tutor, and saying hello to fellow 
students.  

You should be able to work through these activities reasonably quickly, and the 
time invested will help you throughout your studies.  

Being an OCA student 

As a distance learning student you receive learning materials that provide case 
studies, links to resources and suggested research, and are typically structured 
into five parts covering a number of different topics. Each part contains research 
tasks, exercises, and projects that encourage you to undertake your own 
research, make work, and reflect on your progress.  

Work your way through one part at a time in chronological order, undertaking 
any tasks and documenting your work as you go in your learning log. These tasks 
are designed to be as accessible as possible, so all students, regardless of their 
circumstances can participate. There is usually room to adjust tasks to suit your 
needs and this is something OCA can support you with. Once you complete a 
given part, you will submit a selection of your work and your learning log to your 
tutor, who will review it and provide you with formative feedback. 

Research task: Study tips 

Visit OCA’s WeAreOCA blog and read through the study tips section: 
https://weareoca.com/category/students/study-tips/ 

These posts are regularly added to, so keep an eye open for new additions. You 
can also comment on existing posts, or contact OCA if you would like to see new 
posts on a specific topic. 
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Research task: Student handbook 

You will have received a current Student Handbook when you enrolled. Read 
through it to find out more about how OCA works and what it can offer you. 
Refer back to your Student Handbook if you have any questions at a later date. 

Research task: Online resources 

The OCA student site www.oca-student.com will be a key resource for you 
during your studies, so take some time to log on and familiarise yourself with 
what’s available. Click on start the tour on the homepage to find out more. 
The OCA discuss site https://discuss.oca-student.com/ helps to connect OCA 
students together for subject related discussions and mutual support. 

Feedback from your tutor 

Tutor feedback can be verbal or written, or a combination of both, depending on 
what you would rather receive. Written feedback will be in the form of a PDF 
tutor report. Verbal feedback will be provided online through Google Meet or by 
telephone with a summary written by your tutor. All tutor feedback will be timely, 
well-grounded, constructive, and challenging. It will reflect on the work you have 
produced and provide pointers on how you can improve. Tutors provide 
feedback at the end of each part of the course unit. 

Research task: The role of the tutor 

You can find out more about the role of your tutor through watching this short 
video: https://vimeo.com/180282269  
You may also want to find out what kind of practitioner your specific tutor is by 
looking at their profile: https://www.oca.ac.uk/our-tutors/ 

Tip: Reflecting on your feedback  

It’s useful to reflect on feedback in your learning log, identifying what you feel are 
the key themes and areas for development. This will help you develop a better 
understanding of what you are taking from your tutor’s feedback, help you 
develop a reflective approach to your studies, and help your tutor in how they 
tailor their feedback for you. 
If you’re using a public facing blog, and want to quote from the feedback, please 
refer to ‘your tutor’ rather than by naming them personally. You should act on 
this feedback as you progress through the course unit and can rework any 
elements prior to submitting for assessment.  
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Supporting your learning 

Alongside providing learning materials and access to a tutor, OCA supports your 
learning by providing access to key texts and other online resources. Throughout 
the course unit you will be asked to undertake research into the work of other 
creative practitioners or to conduct your own research. Use the OCA resources 
available to you and more general resources such as online searches, your local 
library, or viewing art in a gallery.  

Seeing the work of other artists ‘in the flesh’ is an important aspect of art study 
and a source of inspiration, a way to pick up new and exciting ideas. Look online 
and make a note of exhibitions you can visit. The following quotation gives a 
sense of the breadth of contemporary art you might encounter. 

“Even traditional artistic media hardly ever do what we expect of them 
anymore. Paintings might not be readable as individual pictures and 
could be serial in nature, with artists creating narratives or aesthetic 
systems that develop or unfurl over many canvases, often as an 
installation or constellation of related images. Sculptures are no longer 
simply shiny bronzes or figures on plinths, but neither do they 
necessarily look like the radically reduced steel and glass objects 
made by minimalist artists in the 1960’s and 70’s. In fact, 
contemporary artists are just as likely to disguise sculptural matter as 
everyday objects or fool us into thinking that they don’t care about the 
sculpture of the past.”  

Ossian Ward, Ways of Looking (2014) Pg 8. 

Research task: Accessing key texts 

To support your studies, OCA has provided online access to the following texts:  

Hoffmann, J, (2009) Vitamin 3D: New Perspectives in Sculpture. Phaidon Press. 
[Chapter 1] 

Ward, O, (2014) Ways of Looking. London: Laurence King Publishing. [Chapter 1] 

Todorov, T, ( 2014) Elemental sculpture : theory and practice. Newcastle upon Tyne 
[England]: Cambridge Scholars Publishing. [Chapter 1] 
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Progressing onto Higher Education 

By the end of the course your tutor will help you judge whether you have gained 
sufficient skills and enough confidence to go on to further study at HE level with 
OCA, or elsewhere, and be able to decide on the nature and direction of your 
studies or practice. 

Research task: Harvard Referencing 

Cite any research you undertake in your learning log using the Harvard 
referencing system. Harvard is commonly used in HE, so it’s worth getting used 
to it at Foundation level. The system can be applied to books, quotations, images, 
films and any other work you wish to reference. Through written citations it 
helps locate work and prevents any accidental plagiarism. To find out how to use 
Harvard, please look at this resource: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/academic-referencing 

Tanya Ahmed, Magnifying Student Work (2018) OCA Image Library. 
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Exercise 1: What do you hope to gain from your 
Foundation? 

To help support your learning it’s useful for your tutor to get a sense of your own 
creative background, motivations for studying, and what you would like to gain 
from the Foundation. Write a short paragraph or around 5 bullet points saying 
what you’re bringing to the Foundation and what you hope to gain from it. 

Tip: Sharing your needs 

Exercise 1 may be a good opportunity to consider any personal or health issues 
that might impact on your ability to study. Contact Learner Support to make 
them aware, and to access guidance and support: learnersupport@oca.ac.uk 
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Learning logs  

As an OCA student you need to keep a learning log as a way of documenting your 
creative responses to course activities, your reflections on your progress, and as 
a way of sharing your work with your tutor.  

A learning log should be a summary of your creative process, documenting the 
various stages you have gone through, with visual examples, and a brief 
explanation and reflection on your creative process and outcomes. It is helpful if 
your learning log makes reference to each part of the course unit including any 
exercise titles or research tasks.  

Because of the three-dimensional nature of your work for the course and the 
prohibitively expensive cost of sending work by courier, you’ll need to document 
your work appropriately in order for your tutor to have the best view of it when it 
comes to writing their report.  

OCA students choose to keep their learning log as an online blog, notebook, or 
as a digital file. One advantage of using a blog is that it allows you to document 
your work as you progress, in a format that is ready to submit to your tutor. It 
makes sharing your work simple, especially if you have a lot of digital elements. 
Keeping one blog per course unit makes it easier for your tutor and assessors to 
access.  

You may also find it useful to have notebooks to support their blog. For example, 
to take notes at gallery visits which can then be typed up with any photos onto 
your blog afterwards.  

Having a camera or a good quality smartphone is imperative to be able to 
document your experiments and outcomes. Recording your sculptural activity in 
your learning log at regular stages is a very important part of the course. This will 
create a log for you to look back on and will help you to demonstrate the key 
stages and the decisions you’ve made during the creation of a sculpture from 
beginning to end. 

Some students use their mobile phones to flick through sketchbooks to add to 
their blogs, rather than posting them. Alternatively, you can produce short audio 
or video logs (vlogs) to record your reflections on your blog. 
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Tip: Summarising your learning 

Whatever form of learning log you decide to use, get into the habit of going 
through what you’ve produced and summarising your key learning for your 
tutor. See this summary as a signpost to your learning, so you’re pointing out key 
moments. This will help your tutor to find out what’s been important to you. It 
also encourages you to be more reflective and succinct in your approach and to 
see what you’ve achieved.  

Exercise 2: Setting up your learning log 

If you want to use an online learning log (blog), use the OCA blog template 
guide to help you: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/study-guide/oca-wordpress-blog-te
mplate 

If you’re not using a blog, establish how you might use folders, sketchbooks, or a 
digital file as your learning log. 

You can find more guides on the OCA student website on Introducing Learning 
logs and Keeping an Online Blog: https://www.oca-student.com/ 

There are many blog posts on weareoca.com about learning logs. Do some 
research to see how other students have approached theirs: 
https://weareoca.com/?s=learning+log 

If you’re not sure which will work best for you, ask your tutor or other OCA 
students for advice. 
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Exercise 3: Analysing and reflecting  

This quick exercise is designed to introduce the idea of analysing and reflecting 
on the work of others, and to give you some material for your first learning log 
entry or blogpost.  

Here’s a selection of creative practitioners that you will encounter during this 
course unit:  

● Rachel Whiteread,  
● Virginia Overton,  
● Claes Oldenburg,  
● Rebecca Warren,  
● Ai Weiwei.  

1. Choose one of these names and find a piece of work they’ve produced. 
Remember to reference the works you have chosen using Harvard 
Referencing, so it’s clear what you are looking at, who made it, and when.  

2. Briefly describe the work you have selected. Consider its qualities by 
trying to describe it. What are the different elements within the work and 
how do these elements work together? Imagine you’re describing the work 
to somebody over the telephone. Try to do this in no more than 50 words. 

For image based work, what you’re doing here is analysing the formal 
visual language of an image. This is known as visual research or, 
sometimes visual analysis. Writing can be a useful tool in visual analysis, 
but you can also annotate images with notes. 

3. Using the same piece, briefly write about how you relate to this work. 
Do you like it, find it intriguing, influential or outdated, and if so, why? 
What do you think the work is trying to communicate? In other words, 
what’s your opinion on this work. Don’t worry about ‘getting it wrong’ or 
‘missing the point’. Perhaps your reflection raises more questions than 
answers. Again, try to do this in no more than 50 words. 

4. Use your reflections to create your first learning log/blog entry. You may 
also want to be self-reflective by considering your experience of doing the 
exercise. Did it raise any interesting areas you want to develop further? 
Write a sentence or two picking up on any of these points. 
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Using sketchbooks 

Use a sketchbook as a visual diary where you draw, sketch and record anything 
that inspires you. Use it to capture your observations and make notes developing 
your idea development. Alongside sketches and visual ideas, you can stick things 
into the book that catch your attention. These might include:  

● examples of any materials/objects that interest you, 
● scraps of materials and interesting textures, 
● cutouts and postcards of art works you admire and are important to you, 
● other visual material that you need to think about. 

Hopefully your sketchbook will develop in exciting and experimental ways. You’ll 
probably notice your approach changing as you work your way through the 
course. Sketchbooks are your working and thinking tools, places for trying out 
ideas and taking risks. It ought to be a place of play and experimentation where 
ideas and images can collide to make something new. Regular experimentation 
in your sketchbook will help develop visual awareness and creativity.  

Research task: look at other students’ sketchbooks 

#Weareoca regularly showcases the sketchbook of different artists, tutors and 
OCA students:  https://weareoca.com/?s=sketchbooks 

Managing your time 

Your course unit requires around 400 learning hours which can be undertaken 
flexibly, part-time, or closer to full-time study, depending on how quickly you 
want to learn. You have a maximum of two years to complete these learning 
hours, but if you spread your learning over too long a timeframe it’s easy to lose 
momentum. With this in mind, you might want to aim to complete this course 
unit within 12 months (working approximately 8 hours per week), 8 months (at 
14 hours per week) or at a full time rate of around 4 months (at 28 hours per 
week). These timeframes will depend on how much time you can commit to 
study, so it’s good to be realistic about what is manageable for you. 

Allow around 20% of your learning hours for reflection and keeping 
your learning log up to date. 

During the course unit your tutor will suggest dates by which your next 
assignment is due based on which of these time frames you want to work within. 
Deadlines can be renegotiated in discussion with your tutor, so long as they fit 
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within the overall maximum time frame for the course unit. 

Allocating regular time for your studies will help you balance your course work 
with the rest of your life. It’s important to be realistic about what you can 
achieve. For example, don’t try to undertake the course full-time, while working 
full-time, and juggling everything else you do. You’ll end up seeing the course as 
‘another thing to do’ which won’t be useful for your motivation or creativity. It’s 
much better to give yourself some breathing space to enjoy the challenge of your 
studies. 

Tip: Pomodoro technique 

The Pomodoro references the popular tomato-shaped food timer. Developed by 
Francesco Cirillo as a technique to help manage working time, the technique 
simply structures your focus on a task into 25 minute blocks with short breaks 
in-between. It can help with concentration and focus, and promotes a sense of 
accomplishment by breaking tasks into short chunks of time.  

1. Identify the task to be done. For example; drawing, or reading a text. 

2. Set a timer for 20-25 minutes (it doesn’t have to be a Pomodoro!) 

3. Work on the task. 

4. When the timer goes, have a short break.  

5. Then set the timer and start again. 

After more than four cycles, take a longer break 

Tip: Asking for help 

Remember that if you have difficulty with any of your deadlines please get in 
touch with your tutor. Additional support is available from OCA Head Office: 

● Student Services studentadvice@oca.ac.uk   
If you have queries around study resources, time frames, finance and 
funding, or any general enquiries.  

● Learner Support learnersupport@oca.ac.uk   
If any personal or health issues begin to impact on your ability to study. 
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Exercise 4: Managing your time  
Depending on your circumstances, you might allocate time in different ways - a 
day a week, an hour a day, larger blocks of time such as weekends or holidays, or 
a combination of approaches. 

Ask yourself the following questions? 

● How much time can I allocate to study each week? 

● What is my most/least productive time of the day? 

● How well do I manage time? 

● What is a realistic schedule to undertake Part One (around 80 learning 
hours) and when might I set my first deadline? 

Make some notes in your learning log and discuss your schedule when you talk 
to you tutor. 
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Resources 

To get the most out of your study you will need to access OCA’s online and social 
resources, and develop your own physical resources and working/study space. 
These will differ depending on what subject you’re studying. 

Try not to feel limited by the resources or space you have available at the 
moment, creativity can flourish anywhere and there’s plenty of time to acquire 
the equipment you need. Working at a distance can have advantages to working 
in University studios and classrooms as the resources you develop over time 
belong to you and meet your specific needs. 

General resources 

You will need a range of generic artistic supplies, such as: 

● A4 and/or A3 sketchbooks, 

● sheets of drawing paper, 

● selection of drawing materials and tools for experimentation (pencils, 
pens, brush). 

Having some photography equipment is an advantage when working at a 
distance to help document your work. The camera on your phone will often be 
fine. If you have an SLR Camera even better. A tripod or ‘gorilla grip’ style flexible 
mount (for camera or phone) will be really useful. You won’t need professional 
lighting but make sure you have a few sources of ordinary lighting, both to make 
sure you work in decent light levels at all times and to use for documenting your 
work. 

Digital resources 

Here is a list of digital resources and software you will need: 

● A personal computer you have reliable and regular access to, and is 
equipped with up to date software and has this operating system installed. 

● Google Drive, which is a free service provided by Google. It is an online file 
sharing system based on the cloud, so you can access it from anywhere. 
You will be expected to upload files from your computer and share them 
with your tutor, and submit documents for assessment using Google 
Drive. 
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● Google mail, this service hosts all OCA email address as a free service 
through Gmail. Personal email addresses should not be used for OCA 
studies. 

● Online learning logs, are required for the update of supporting studies 
by the OCA as a distance learning institution. The OCA recommend 
Wordpress, however any online blogging platform may be used. 

Some courses require the use of specialist software, so along with a computer, 
you will also need to download and install these applications. Where possible we 
have highlighted ‘freeware’ options, that are available free of charge, as well as 
industry standard software you may want to purchase. 

Course resources 

Equipment can be expensive, but this course is mainly designed to make use of 
everyday and easily accessible materials to be used by hand. It will be useful to 
have a general DIY kit and the following list outlines items that you can get in any 
DIY store, second-hand stall or pound shop.  

● Craft Knife. 
● Small And Large Scissors. 
● Saw. 
● Claw Hammer. 
● G-clamps. 
● Screwdrivers. 
● Scissors.  
● Measuring Tape.  
● Masking Tape.  
● Glues And Adhesives.  
● Electric Drill (Preferably Cordless) And A Range Of Drill Bits.  
● Screws. 
● Nails. 
● Clean Rags, Kitchen Roll. 
● Drawing Pins. 
● Clear Floor And Wall Space. 
● Safety Equipment (gloves, goggles, etc). 

Think about any other materials, tools, or other resources you might need, as 
well as items from the above subject-related equipment that would be useful. 
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Doug Burton, Studio (2019) Image courtesy of the artist. 

Tip: Student discounts on software 

All students enrolled with OCA are encouraged to register for an NUS card. The 
card entitles you to discounts on thousands of products including software and 
apps, as well as buying materials in local art shops. 

Your working space 

You will need a space to make your work, be it the kitchen table, a spare room or 
an existing studio space, somewhere to work on your learning log or work 
digitally, access to a computer, and space to read and reflect which could be 
much more flexible and also slot into other times, for example reading on the 
train on the way to work. 

Try to set aside a quiet place to work, ideally a room with a table or desk where 
you can shut the door and work with focus. The space should be large enough 
and easily accessible for getting your materials and work in and out. If you’re 
making larger work, an outdoor space would be good. Set up a strong 
workbench or table, possibly a trestle table (this can be easily dismantled to give 
you more working space). Wall space is good for displaying cuttings, sketches, 
ideas and your reference materials so that you’re not constantly sifting through 
piles of reference material.  
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Exercise 5: Identifying resources 

Prepare a list of the equipment and other resources you might need. What do 
you currently have and what might you need to get? Don’t worry if you don’t have 
everything now, there’s plenty of time to build your resources as you progress. If 
you’re not sure of what you need, then prepare questions to ask your tutor.  

What space or spaces are you going to work in? Consider where you will do most 
of your study, and prepare it so it’s an environment you’ll enjoy working in and 
you are able to store your equipment and resources.  

You may want to take a photo of your studio space to share with your tutor via 
your learning log. 

Social resources 

While it might often feel like you’re studying on your own, it’s worth 
remembering that there are lots of other OCA students doing the same. Your 
fellow students can provide fresh perspectives, feedback and encouragement, 
and creative opportunities for collaboration or sharing. 

You can make contact with fellow students through our OCA discuss site: 
https://discuss.oca-student.com/.  

You’ll find a welcome section here: 
https://discuss.oca-student.com/c/welcome-introduce-yourself-here 

You can also talk through your email group, which you were added to when you 
enrolled onto your course unit. Its purpose is to make it easier for students 
studying the same course unit to talk to one another, upload images and critique 
one another's work. Through these groups you have access to the experience of 
students who are further along in their studies who can offer advice and 
guidance and you can take comfort in knowing there are others at the same 
point as, you starting off, who may share the same worries or concerns. These 
course discussion groups utilise ‘Google groups’ to operate. Click here: 
https://www.oca-student.com/content/course-discussions-feature-launched for 
more information. 
Remember to communicate respectfully and responsibly with other students and 
OCA staff online. For further information listen to this short piece on Netiquette: 
https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-guide-elements/getting-grips
-netiquette 
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Research task: OCASA 

OCA’s Student Association (OCASA) www.ocasa.org.uk is available to you as a 
student. One of their activities is organising joint study events with OCA tutors. 
Visit: https://weareoca.com/category/study-visits/ to identify any study events 
you would like to attend, either virtually or in person. 

Exercise 6: Saying hello to your fellow students 

Get in touch with other students to say hello, and to share something about you 
or your practice. Use the OCA discuss site and/or the email group.  

Exercise 7: Say hello to your tutor 

For your final exercise, get in touch with your tutor to arrange a 15-20 min 
conversation. This is an opportunity to say hello and put a voice to a name, and 
to discuss how best to schedule your time, document your work, and share it.  

The previous exercises and research tasks will have helped you prepare for this 
conversation and identified any questions you’d like to ask. Use your notes from 
these exercises as a starting point. 

Reflect on this conversation in your learning log as a way to identify any key 
points and as a starting point to refer back to later on. Don’t forget to refer to ‘my 
tutor’ online rather than by name. 

Finally, you may want to reflect on doing this introduction as a whole. Has it been 
useful and are there things we could do differently? Make some notes in your 
learning log and feel free to get in touch with OCA directly or use the forums to 
help us improve our support if you have any ideas. 

Starting your Foundation 

You should now be ready to start Part One of your Foundation. Don’t worry if you 
are still getting to grips with using your blog, adjusting to this form of learning, or 
don’t have all the resources you need. There’s plenty of time to develop these as 
you progress. Remember that if you get stuck along the way there’s support 
available from OCA and encouragement from your fellow students.  

Enjoy the rest of your studies! 
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Material and Making 

Part One: Assemble 

Adam Thompson, Studio (2019) Image courtesy of the artist. 
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Introduction 
“...challenging the material, looking at the shape and learning from 
things, and having the opportunity to touch all of these different 
things, to feel their difference - in a word to learn from them because 
they all have qualities, they all have something ... Material is everything 
to me.”   

Tony Cragg 

This first part of the course introduces you to some core concepts of materials 
and making  in an intuitive and playful manner. The topics will guide you through 
exercises you can complete in your home, studio and/or local environment. The 
aim is to develop an understanding of contemporary sculptural ideas referenced 
by techniques used by artists from the early 1900’s to the present day. You will 
investigate the use of common materials and examine form and space through 
observation, recording and collecting ideas. You are encouraged to explore the 
relationships between a wide range of found, recycled or other materials to 
conceive, create and present a range of assembled forms. 

In Assemble you will explore techniques for creating and combining materials 
and produce unique and impermanent three-dimensional outcomes recorded 
using photography. The focus is on the relationship between form and content 
through the creative use of found objects and basic materials and their location, 
experimenting with alternative sculptural ‘ingredients’, in a variety of places and 
combining and assembling these ingredients in an experimental way. The 
following exercises are designed to make you really look at your environment 
and question the creative potential within the things you find around you. 

Exercise 1: Your initial thoughts on sculpture  

To begin with, we would like to ask you what you think defines sculpture today? 

Write in your learning log what your initial thoughts are on the types of 
sculpture you’re familiar with. What kinds of materials do sculptors use? Where 
do you find sculpture? What techniques are employed by sculptors? You can 
review your answers at the end of this course. 
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Research Task : Artists using assemblage 

Since Pablo Picasso’s Still life with cane chair (1912), followed by Marcel 
Duchamp’s Bicycle wheel (1913) and Joseph Cornell’s assemblages using everyday 
objects, the art of the 20th century has continued to call for the real in artwork, 
opening up all the material elements of daily life for creative exploration. 

Socle du Monde (Base of the World) (1961) by Piero Manzoni embodies this great 
potential of art to reshape things and transform minds. Manzoni made artworks 
that call into question the nature of the art object. His large metal plinth, 
inscribed 'The Base Of The World, Homage To Galileo' is placed upside down in a 
field in Herning, Denmark, claiming the whole world is a work of art, the entire 
earth a sculpture. Its economy of means is mind-blowing – like a haiku, it 
manages to express everything with almost nothing.  

● More on Piero Manzoni’s, Socle du Monde (Base of the World) (1961): 
https://channel.louisiana.dk/video/7-artists-on-piero-manzoni 

The research suggestions within this course offer a window into this world, 
helping you to discover and enjoy the freedom sculpture encompasses. 
Contemporary art is a complex category and can be bewildering at times, to 
understand more, Ossian Ward’s book Ways of Looking is a great place to start.  

As you begin the first and second exercises below, research the work of some of 
the following artists linked to the themes of this part. Try to balance your time 
between practical work and contextual research, allowing yourself to be 
influenced as you discover new things of interest.   

● Make notes, photos and drawings of the works 
you find most inspiring in your blog/sketchbook. 
Note down what interests you, what materials 
were used, how the work is created, and what 
themes you discover. 

Marcel Duchamp, Bicycle Wheel (1951) The Sydney and Harriet 
Janis collection. Image courtesy of MoMA. 
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Marcel Duchamp, Fountain (1917) Image courtesy of the SFMoMA collection. 

(left) Joseph Cornell, Untitled (Hôtel de la Duchesse-Anne) (1957) Lindy and Edwin Bergman 
Joseph Cornell Collection. Image courtesy of VAGA, NY. 
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Project 1: Discovering Materials  
Looking around your day-to-day environment is a good way to find inspiration 
and discover unexpected materials and ideas. To get started you’ll respond to 
your local surroundings and record, through photography, a series of 
observations that locate interesting objects and materials you find. What is 
important here is not the quality of your photographic abilities but the materials, 
textures, situations and objects you are noticing, looking at and responding to.   

Research Task: Wentworth 

The artist Richard Wentworth, graduated from the Royal College of Art in the 
1970s, and has played a hugely influential role in contemporary British art. His 
work manipulates a variety of found everyday objects into works of art, 
transforming the way we think about these materials and sculpture in general. 
His ongoing project ‘Making Do and Getting By’, documents aspects of everyday 
life and the chance encounters of oddities in the modern landscape. Our lives 
are saturated with such a vast array of materials, objects and situations, it makes 
sense to use these as a starting point for inspiration and work playfully to 
generate inventive outcomes through observation.  

● Have a look at Richard's work and then start the following exercises.  
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Exercise 2: Environment 

Exploring your home, garden and walking around your local area, look for 
objects that may have been misplaced or neglected. Initially you will record 
observations of your findings of casually discarded and misplaced objects, or 
otherwise unorthodox situations around you. Perhaps a lost glove on a railing, a 
discarded bottle on the street or any other peculiar misplaced object.  

● Keep your eyes peeled and add to this exercise throughout your week, 
collating a minimum of 10 photographs of found objects in isolation 
from their usual situation. 

Adam Thompson, Work in Progress (2018) Image courtesy of the artist. 
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Exercise 3: Juxtaposition 

In this second exercise you will continue to walk and discover around your home 
and local area. This time you are to carefully insert found objects into spaces, 
and thus alter the appearance, function and intrigue of both the object and the 
space. The juxtaposition between an object and its environment can dramatically 
change how we see and understand it and has the potential to create interesting 
new meanings.  

The artist Gabriel Orozco creates generates, playful and inventive artwork in the 
streets, his home or wherever he is inspired. Born in Mexico, he works 
internationally and is renowned for his endless subtle experimentation with 
found objects, which he occasionally alters and records through photography.  

To start, search online to discover works by Gabriel Orozco, such as Cats and 
Watermelons (1992) and Sandstars, and also head to the Tate website for a more 
general overview of his work. 

Gabriel Orozco, Sandstars (2012) Image courtesy of the Guggenheim Museum. 
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● Look for unique spaces and experiment with a range of objects that 
enable you to play with interesting juxtapositions.  

● Perhaps choose a few objects from your home and take these outside and 
document them in peculiar situations.  

Remember there is no right or wrong at this stage, this is a playful process of 
discovery. It might feel strange to be arranging everyday objects in this way but 
reference the artists that use this method and allow yourself to experiment in 
similar ways. This task also introduces you to using a digital camera to capture 
your intervention and optimise your observation skills.  

● Again, make a minimum of 10 experimental outcomes and record using 
photography. 

Andy Goldsworthy, Ice Arch (1984) Image courtesy of Leeds Museums and Galleries. 

Orozco usually navigates an urban environment working in populated places. 
Depending on your local environment you may prefer to work within a rural 
setting in a more private space using twigs, leaves, stones etc. as your material. 
Andy Goldsworthy is another artist who utilises these methods to great effect. 
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Further Research: One Minute Sculptures 

The artist Erwin Wurm created a fun project during the 1990s entitled One minute 
Sculptures. Through this series of works he questions and reflects on sculpture 
itself, seeking to overcome its restrictions, limiting its existence to one minute 
only. Traditionally sculpture has been about permanence and the monumental, 
yet Erwin, using everyday domestic objects and found furniture, creates 
situations and instructions that allow you to become part of an artwork for sixty 
seconds.  

Search the term ‘One minute Sculptures’ online to see many examples. Test 
yourself to follow these instructions and photograph the outcomes. 

Reflection 

Take a moment to look at the work you have done for Project 1. Reflect on your 
work here and write some brief notes that consider what you have learnt about 
materials and how you have used them.  

You will be prompted to comment reflectively at different stages throughout this 
course and summarise these at the end of each part to get you into the habit of 
reviewing your work and learning. 
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Project 2: Elements of Sculpture 
For this project you will be learning about the transformative potential of 
everyday objects through creative processes. For over 100 years artists have 
taken raw materials and common objects and elevated them into something 
more than they first seem. When Marcel Duchamp used a shovel, a bottle rack, a 
urinal or a bicycle wheel as artwork, coining the term ‘Readymade’, he challenged 
every definition of art before him. Hundreds of artists since Duchamp use 
everyday objects to challenge assumptions about what constitutes art and how it 
should be made, but today it is common knowledge that all material has the 
potential to become art.   

Putting these complex ideas to the side for now, for this project you will explore 
a variety of artistic choices, and the creative act of inventing and transforming 
everyday objects through the action of collection and assemblage.  

Many artists form links between found materials to create something larger and 
perhaps more meaningful. These links can be made buy formal similarities or 
colour or conceptual relationships. The artist David Batchelor makes sculptural 
installations from objects he finds on the street and stacks and combines these 
in unique ways to give new life to these everyday materials. These familiar 
objects are the leftovers from modern life; disused bits of plastic and domestic 
items that Batchelor repurposes to beautiful effect, making great use of colour to 
transform his subject away from the everyday environment.    
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Research Task: Colour and material 

In his book Chromophobia Batchelor outlines an interest in reconsidering colour 
theories from a contemporary context. His artworks use objects saturated with 
bright and bold colour, creating a tension between form and the very materiality 
of colour and what it means to us.  

“I often use colour to attack form, to break it down a little or begin to 
dissolve it. But I am not at all interested in ‘pure’ colour or in colour as a 
transcendental presence… So if I use colours to begin to dissolve 
forms, I also use forms to prevent colours becoming entirely detached 
from their everyday existence.” 

David Batchelor, Chromophobia (2000) 

David Batchelor, Parapillar 7 (2006) Image via the Saatchi Gallery.   
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Another artist that collects and assembles found objects to great effect is Tony 
Cragg. Working for decades with a variety of material, he constantly works to find 
new relations between them. There seems no limit to the materials he might use 
and the breadth of ideas and forms that he creates. For his early works, he 
stacked material to present a taxonomic understanding of the world, and has 
said that he sees man-made objects as “fossilized keys to a past time which is our 
present”. 

By stacking pieces together, Cragg's idea was not to preserve the materials used, 
but to recreate the work anew each time. He made many works this way, in 
which he orders and classifies materials as disparate as stones, planks, shells, 
bottles and crisp packets, arranging them according to type within a roughly 
drawn grid or structure. Cragg originally trained as a scientist and has described 
his practice as a “study of the relationship of the part to the whole”, an idea 
derived from particle physics, offering viewers of his work a more theoretical 
idea about motivation behind its construction. 

Tony Cragg, Working Surface (1988) Marian Goodman Gallery. 
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Exercise 4: Reconfigure 

The first exercise for this topic asks you to complete a range of short tasks 
around your home taking inspiration from the three artists we have just looked 
at. Again, playful in nature, these tasks are to be undertaken cursorily and aim to 
get you making formal compositions with everyday materials you find around 
your home. Document each task with photographs.  
 
Here are a few starting points, but feel free to develop your own set of playful 
configuring tasks: 

1. Organise all the books you own into a colour spectrum. 

2. Document all of your socks in a line. 

3. Create an alphabet by collating 26 different items that begin with 
corresponding letters eg. Apple, bag, cup, denim, earphones, etc. 

4. Make a sculptural composition made from 5 items you find in your bin 
before recycling. 

5. Rearrange furniture in relation to their size. 

6. Organise an area in your house/studio by the colour of the objects. 

7. Photograph 20 things of the same colour. 

8. Create a composition using a collection of all the pens/pencils you find in 
your house. 
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In similar fashion the artist Damien Roach makes use of the contexts within 
objects to create interesting combinations, sometimes so subtle it's initially 
unclear if his works are actually art objects at all. For Roach, commonplace 
materials have revolutionary potential. His work is deliberately mundane in 
appearance, but reveals itself through careful contemplation.  

River, Trees, Cloud, Sky (2005) is a simple pile of paperback books, but further 
examination reveals the arrangement mimics a landscape suggested by the 
works title and emerges in the colors on the books spines - many of them travel 
guides. The books become a visual representation of an environment and a pure 
and simple examination of colour. Search online to see the sculpture. 

Exercise 5: Combine 

Go out into your local environment and gather together objects within a 
spectrum of colours. Combine these objects to create a free standing 
composition and photograph from multiple angles and perspectives, taking an 
overview photograph and a series of close ups.  

This exercise aims to initiate you into the act of collecting together materials 
from your immediate environment to create an assemblage. The importance of 
each object and the way it locates itself is key to the success of this experiment. 

You may wish to glue different objects and materials together, stack, balance or 
lay them out flat depending on the type of objects that you collect. Pay particular 
attention and consideration to what materials can be used to make art and what 
each object might mean when pulled together in unity. 

Adam Thompson, Studio Experiments (2018) Images courtesy of the artist. 
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Research Task: Artists’ process 

● Research the artists listed below and choose one artwork to write some 
brief notes about in your learning log.  

○ Tony Cragg. 
○ Isa Genzken.  
○ Meret Oppenheim.  
○ Rachel Harrison. 
○ Carol Bove. 

● Describe the elements of the work and consider what processes and 
materials the artist used.  

Isa Genzken, Elephant (2006) Image via WikiArt. 
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Project 3: Collating your work  

Tony Cragg, New Stones, Newton's Tones (1978) Oriel Myrddin Gallery. 

In light of your outcomes and experiments from Projects 1 and 2, you now have 
the chance to collate these results and develop another outcome from these 
discoveries. It is recommended you maintain a playful approach, take influence 
from these new methods of making and the Artist's you have researched, but 
more importantly, try to develop your work independently. This final outcome 
for Part one can be an extension of one or more of your experiments during the 
previous exercises, or a completely new work made in relation to the theme of 
assemblage.  

Please limit yourself to working on this final sculpture for no more than 8 
hours. 

Remember that this is part one of the course, and there's plenty of time to refine 
your ideas. At this stage, it is better to be experimental so that you can learn 
through testing, so continue to experiment, be playful and have fun in the 
creation of your work.  
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Reflection and Submission 
Write a short commentary reflecting on your understanding of contemporary 
sculpture and how this connects to your work or ideas.  

What have you learnt about sculpture so far, and what do you find 
particularly engaging?  

Review your reflective notes from this part and use these to develop your 
summary. 

Once you have completed all exercises and this assignment, please send to your 
tutor: 

● Your learning log, documenting all of the topics in part one. This should 
include images of your work at various stages of development. 

● Your summary reflections on part one. 

When you have received your feedback, reflect and write your response to it in 
your learning log/blog, in readiness for the next part.  
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